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Intelligent Analysis and Data Visualisation for Teacher Assistance tools: the case of exploratory learning

Abstract

While it is commonly accepted that Learning Analytics tools can support teachers’ awareness and classroom orchestration, not all forms of pedagogy are congruent to the types of data generated by digital technologies or the algorithms used to analyse them. One such pedagogy that has been so far underserved by Learning Analytics is exploratory learning, exemplified by tools such as simulators, virtual labs, microworlds and some interactive educational games. This paper argues that the combination of intelligent analysis of interaction data from such an exploratory learning environment (ELE) and the targeted design of visualisations has the benefit of supporting classroom orchestration and consequently enabling the adoption of this pedagogy to the classroom. We present a case study of learning analytics in the context of an ELE supporting the learning of algebra. We focus on the formative qualitative evaluation of a suite of Teacher Assistance tools. We draw conclusions relating to the value of the tools to teachers and reflect with transferable lessons for future related work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Exploratory Learning Environments (ELEs) are a particular type of computer-based learning environment where the focus is on students’ exploration of the knowledge domain. Examples of ELEs include simulators, virtual labs for science topics, some interactive educational games, and more generally microworlds that especially in mathematics and computing, adhere to a constructionist pedagogy (c.f. Papert & Harel, 1991; Healy & Kynigos, 2010). Compared to Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs), ELEs pose ill-defined, open-ended tasks that are primarily promoting the development of conceptual rather than procedural knowledge. Recognising the need for considerable guidance to ensure learning in such open-ended activities (Kirsch et al., 2006; Kynigos, 1992; Mayer, 2004) and the potential for engagement and learning (Noss and Hoyles, 1996; Grawemeyer et al., 2017; Rummel et al., 2016), efforts have focused on intelligent components that provide feedback and support to students (e.g. Gutierrez Santos et al., 2012b; Amershi and Conati, 2009; Roll et al., 2010).

However, be it due to the lack of maturity of the technology, or potentially the scepticism around it, artificial intelligence (AI) cannot (and should not) replace key pedagogical strategies in this context as this may violate some of the constructionist principles upon which exploratory learning is founded (Mavrikis et al. 2013a). The silver lining is that this constraint also offers a response to criticisms of the field of educational
technology, particularly the application of AI as wedded to an instructional pedagogy (c.f. du Boulay this issue, Wilson & Scott, 2017). The response is strengthened when we shift our attention from adaptive feedback or other recommendations for students to supporting the difficult role of the teacher as ‘facilitator’ or ‘orchestrator’ (Trouche, 2004; Hoyles et al., 2004). This role would be relatively easy in one-to-one student-tutor interaction, but scaling it up to the number of students in a typical class poses several orchestration challenges, further compounded by the use of technology (Dillenbourg, 2013, Prieto et al. 2015) and the open-ended nature of the exploratory tasks (Mavrikis et al., 2013).

While Learning Analytics (LA) tools have been generally framed as tools to support teachers’ awareness, reflection and sense-making to support decision-making (Verbert, 2013; Holstein et al., 2017), as we review in Section 2, there has been little attention to exploratory environments. Martinez-Maldonado (2016) draws a clear connection with orchestration, conceptualising learning analytics as tools that can be used to address practical orchestration challenges in classrooms such as managing, adapting, scaffolding and assessing learning activities (c.f. Prieto et al., 2015, Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2018). Although this body of research helps us shift away from a narrow data-centric view of analytics towards a consideration of the pedagogical and human factors in play, some authors still point out how LA have not generally been designed with a focus on teachers’ needs (Holstein et al., 2017; Dillenbourg, 2013). We agree and, in addition, argue that, by their nature, these analytics, particularly when simply quantifying interaction from digital tools, tend to favour instructionist pedagogies as we review in Section 2.

Accordingly, the overarching aim of the work presented in this paper is to identify ways to support teachers in orchestrating exploratory learning while adhering to a constructionist pedagogy. Our case study is the MiGen system, which includes an intelligent microworld designed to support 11-14 year old students’ development of algebraic ways of thinking. As part of the MiGen system, we have co-designed with teachers a suite of visualisation and notification Teacher Assistance (TA) tools.

Our earlier work described the architectural design and implementation of an early version of the TA tools, focusing specifically on the Student Tracking tool (Pearce-Lazard et al., 2010; Gutierrez Santos et al., 2012). In Gutierrez Santos et al. (2017) we described also a Grouping Tool that makes recommendations to teachers about how to group students for productive discussion. In Mavrikis et al. (2016) we presented a high-level summative evaluation focusing particularly on teachers’ perceptions of the tools in relation to supporting real-time decision making. In contrast, the present paper takes a reflective stance and presents the whole suite of the TA tools, their pedagogical rationale, and the design process in a summative manner. We present the usage scenarios of the TA tools and how we incorporated teachers’ requirements. In addition, we reflect on a formative evaluation with teachers through a rich description of the qualitative findings. We then discuss these findings and draw transferable conclusions relating to the value of such tools and lessons for future related work.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 The MiGen system, eXpresser, and algebraic generalisation

The MiGen system is an intelligent, exploratory environment to support 11 to 14-year-old students learning of algebraic generalisation (Noss et al., 2012). Using a mathematical microworld called the eXpresser, students are asked to construct two-dimensional tiled models and associated algebraic rules. In order to build their model, students need to create ‘building blocks’ out of unit-square coloured tiles depending on their perception of the model’s structure, and to repeat each building block in order to form a ‘pattern’. The algebraic rules they are asked to construct relate to the number of tiles of each colour required to paint each pattern and their model overall. Figure 1 shows a sample model students can construct.

![Example model and rules in eXpresser](image)

Fig. 1: An example model and rules that students may construct in eXpresser. They can do so by creating ‘building blocks’ to generate the centres of the flowers, the petals, and the stalks, which they will then repeat to make the yellow, red and green patterns. They will be nudged towards deriving general rules for \( n \) number of flowers. This is challenging as an ‘animation’ feature applies different random values to the variables used by the student in order to check the generality of their rules. In the case here, the rule is \( 5n \) (green tiles) plus \( 4n \) (red tiles) plus \( n \) (yellow tiles).

ELEs such as MiGen’s eXpresser have the potential to support students’ exploration while at the same time fostering progressive building of knowledge. For example, eXpresser has been specifically designed to support students with some well-known and researched challenges on algebra (see Mavrikis et al., 2012 for details).

The exploratory nature of the tasks undertaken with eXpresser requires that personalised feedback is provided to students as they construct their solutions, and not just at the end of the task. This feedback includes prompts to help students engage with a task, guide them towards successful completion of the task, and generalise their solutions (Gutierrez Santos et al., 2012b). The feedback is generated by a component of the MiGen system, the eGeneraliser, based on automatic analysis of students' actions in the eXpresser. The aim of the feedback is to balance students' freedom to explore while at the same time providing sufficient support to ensure that learning is being achieved.
2.2 Related Work

To our knowledge, MiGen’s TA tools represent one of the earliest works aiming to support teachers’ orchestration of exploratory learning during the use of digital tools in the classroom (c.f. an early publication on this topic, Pearce-Lazard et al., 2010).

The trend towards learning analytics has of course grown exponentially the last few years (Garcia et al., 2012; Zaldivar et al., 2012; Holstein et al., 2017; Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2017) particularly in higher education and around the development of dashboards (Schwendimann et al., 2017). However, there is limited work in school settings (c.f. Schwendimann et al., 2017) and, with a few isolated exceptions, they do not focus on exploratory learning explicitly. For example, a recent systematic literature review shows a small percentage of papers applying to pedagogical approaches of problem- or inquiry- and even games-based learning, that have similarities with learning through exploratory learning environments (Margaroska & Giannakos, 2018).

In the last few years, several initiatives have started to focus on ELEs, including approaches building on the work described here and aiming to help teachers’ reflection on the use of ELEs for science and mathematics learning integrated in larger platforms such as Metafora (Dragon et al., 2013) and MCSquared (Mavrikis & Karkalas, 2016). Related work in the field has aimed to inform teachers of students’ progress and need for help in the context of computer programming labs (Gutierrez Rojas et al., 2012). Amir et al. (2013) targeted a virtual lab environment for chemistry and designed visualisations that provide insights regarding students’ problem-solving processes. In contrast, Gueraud et al. (2009) and Ben-Naim et al. (2008) focused mostly on the statistics of students’ interactions, e.g. how often did a student produce a certain kind of indicator, as a way to understand students’ behaviour. Our own research emphasis has been informed by detailed requirements analysis with our teacher collaborators, who attributed more value to real-time information about students’ progress in order to support their classroom orchestration.

This focus on orchestration creates a high synergetic potential between the work reported here and the use of learning analytics tools in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) and Inquiry-based learning (IBL) approaches. Notable examples in this area that relate to our work include Sergis et al. (2019) that investigate how to support teacher guidance and reflection during inquiry tasks, Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2015) that aimed explicitly to enhance teacher awareness of small group work with interactive surfaces, and van Leeuwen (2015) where teachers regulated collaborating groups in simulation situations. For a review in the broader area of Natural User Interfaces see Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2017). From a technical point of view, the use of rules in Voyiatzaki et al. (2008) to find specific landmarks in CSCL interactions bears some similarity to our detection of the interaction indicators that underlie our TA tools, although we have employed a wider range of AI techniques, including rule-based reasoning, case-based reasoning and pattern-matching (see further discussion in Section 4 below).
3. DESIGN AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We have previously outlined our iterative design methodology both in the first generative phase of ideation (Pearce-Lazard et al., 2010; Gurierrez Santos et al., 2012) and in later stages of prototyping, testing and evaluation (Mavrikis et. al., 2013), recognising from the outset the need for collaboration with teachers from early on and throughout the process. Revisiting our work, our design and evaluation approach for the TA tools resembles the LATUX workflow put forward for designing and deploying awareness tools in the classroom (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2015). That model identifies an initial problem identification phase, followed by a series of iterative formative evaluation stages. In relation to our exploratory learning context, the key challenge we faced in designing the TA tools was to overcome teachers' lack of experience with exploratory learning tools, let alone with using also learning analytics tools. We recognised that in-depth understanding of teachers’ requirements for the TA tools necessitated observing and analyzing situations of actual usage context. We, therefore, adopted a ‘contextual design’ approach (Holtzblatt & Beyer, 1997) to engineer situations that gave teacher participants the opportunity to experience first-hand what it would mean to have access to such tools and, therefore, to offer deeper insights in subsequent one-to-one interviews with the research team (Mavrikis et. al, 2013). This approach helped address the twofold challenge that expert teachers do not necessarily have the data literacy skills or understanding of the potential of learning analytics to contribute to design decisions or to provide feedback without first using prototypes of the TA tools themselves.

Our Teacher Advisory Group on the MiGen project comprised around 20 mathematics teachers and educators from a broad spectrum of secondary schools in the London area, who attended regular project team meetings and gave their input throughout the project. However, the time that the teachers had available to use prototypes of the TA tools in their classrooms was limited, and collaboration with a core group of 4 teachers and their schools played a prominent role in this respect. In Mavrikis et al. (2016) we presented a method that allowed us to conduct evaluation studies of the TA tools in our premises with several teachers at a time, in a way that provided them with a realistic experience of using the tools in the classroom. For completeness, we describe this method again in Section 6.1, and then focus specifically on the formative evaluation phase, which was not discussed in Mavrikis et al. (2016). We describe in Section 6.2 the feedback received from teacher participants during the formative evaluation, which led to the summative evaluation and the final versions of the TA tools, described in Sections 4 and 5.

4. THE TEACHER ASSISTANCE TOOLS

MiGen’s TA tools include the Student Tracking (ST), Classroom Dynamics (CD), Goal Achievements (GA) and also a Grouping Tool (see Figure 2). The ST, CD and GA tools were developed to address a set of Usage Scenarios that were iteratively identified during the first phase of ideation with our teacher advisory group, including classroom piloting of an early version of the ST tool with two teachers (Gurierrez Santos et al. 2012):
A description of these Usage Scenarios (USs), and how they are supported by the ST, CD and GA tools, is presented in Appendix 2. We refer to Gutierrez Santos et al. (2012) for a detailed description of the ST tool and to Mavrikis et al. (2016) for a detailed description of the CD and GA tools. All three of these tools rely on the detection or inference of a set of key indicators as students are interacting with the eXpresser. Lower-level, task-independent indicators are detected by the eXpresser itself, while higher-level, task-dependent indicators are inferred by the eGeneraliser component. Identification of the full set of indicators that are meaningful for teachers was achieved through an iterative process undertaken with our teacher collaborators during the first phase of ideation, resulting in the development of a variety of computational techniques to track approximately 50 different indicators (Gutierrez Santos et al., 2012). For the task-dependent indicators inferred by the eGeneraliser, these techniques include AI techniques such as: case-based reasoning, to compare the student’s evolving solution with the set of possible solutions; rule-based reasoning to determine if the student has coloured their model in a general way; similarity matching to determine sequences of repetitive actions (‘rhythm’) in the student’s construction; and a combination of all three to determine if a task goal is being achieved – see (Gutierrez Santos et al., 2012) for details. Working with our teacher collaborators, we were able to classify each of the 50 indicators as being positive, negative or neutral with respect to a student’s constructive interaction with the system and achievement of the task learning goals.

All indicator occurrences are submitted to the MiGen Server for storage in the MiGen database as they are detected by the eXpresser or inferred by the eGeneraliser. The TA tools receive real-time information from the MiGen server relating to such events and each TA tool presents visually a selection of this information to the teacher (see Noss et al., 2012 for details of the MiGen system architecture).
Figure 2: Student Tracking tool (top left). Class Dynamics tool (top right), with the students sitting at desks by the walls; the teacher has clicked on one of the students to see their current construction and rule. Goal Achievements tool (bottom left). Grouping tool (bottom right).

The ST tool monitors and displays the occurrence of all indicators, colour-coded (blue for system feedback and red/yellow/green for negative/neutral/positive indicators), in chronological order in a top-down timeline for each student. The CD and GA tool displays are driven by the subset of indicators that relate to students’ current activity status, waiting for help from the teacher, and goal achievement status. The CD tool gives the teacher an at-a-glance view of which students are currently engaged with the task and who may be in difficulty and in need of help, representing each student in the
classroom by a colour-coded circle containing the student’s initials (green for a student who is working actively on the task, amber for possible inactivity, red for students who need the teacher’s help). Within each circle, the proportion of task goals currently achieved by that student is also shown. The circles can be moved by the teacher so as to match the students’ spatial positioning in the classroom. The GA tool shows a tabular display of students and task goals, each row showing the progress of one student in completing the task goals. Cells are colour-coded white/green/yellow, indicating respectively that a task goal has not been achieved/is achieved by the student’s current construction/was achieved in the past but is not achieved by the student’s current construction.

A ‘time-stop’ functionality allows the user to select a specific point in time with respect to which the TA tools’ visualisations are generated, the default being the current time. This functionality allows teachers to see this information relating to a particular point in the past in order to better understand the context of a particular situation. Teachers can see what task goals were being accomplished and what solution approaches were being adopted by students, so as to assign additional homework or plan the next lesson. Due to the historical nature of the data stored in the MiGen database, this “looking back” could extend to earlier lessons, so for example the teacher could examine how a whole course has progressed to inform the design of future deliveries of the course. The time-stop functionality also allows the TA tools to be used by for research purposes to visualise students’ interaction data arising from each classroom trial.

A fourth tool, the Grouping Tool (Figure 2, bottom right), addresses a ninth US that emerged after the formative evaluation described here: pairing students for productive discussion of their solution approaches at the end of a task. The design and evaluation of the Grouping Tool occurred independently of the other three tools and is discussed in (Gutierrez-Santos et al., 2017). In brief, the Grouping Tool undertakes pairwise comparisons of different students’ solution approaches and proposes to the teacher suggested pairings of students (plus one triplet in the case of an odd number of total students) who can be asked to discuss their solutions at the end of the task. The aim is to put together students who have taken different solution approaches, so that they might compare these and consider if they are mathematically equivalent.

5. EXAMPLE USE OF THE TA TOOLS

In order to facilitate readers’ understanding of the ST, CD and GA tools, we now briefly describe how they are used in a typical classroom session. At the start of the session, the teacher introduces the lesson and instructs students to open the eXpresser on their computers and to read about the current task within the system (e.g. the task may be to construct a model like the one in Fig. 1). While they are doing this, she opens up the TA tools on her computer, typically a tablet. For the first few minutes of the lesson, the teacher walks around the classroom to make sure that students are focusing on the task at hand and that they understand the task goals. Once students have begun working on the task, she can take a step back and use the TA tools to monitor students’ progress (US 1-3).
Most of the time, the teacher will have the CD tool selected for display. If any students show as amber, she approaches them and encourages them to resume working on the task. Some students may call out to the teacher for help, or may raise their hands. The teacher encourages them to first seek help from the system: "If the system cannot help you, then I will come to you" she tells them, knowing that students in such a situation will automatically appear red in the CD tool.

If a student does appear red in the CD tool, the teacher goes to the student to help, since she knows that this is a situation where the system’s intelligent support cannot help the student any further (US 7i). If more than one student appears red, she clicks on those students’ circles to see their current models and rules, so that she can prioritise helping the students who seem to be having the most difficulty and also see if there are common misconceptions occurring, in which case she can pause the lesson and provide appropriate additional guidance to the whole class (US 4).

From time to time, the teacher looks also at the GA tool. Knowing which students have accomplished all the task goals allows the teacher to offer them additional activities (US 5 and 6). Other students may be advancing more slowly; the teacher can use this information to set them additional homework so that they can catch up with their peers if they need more time than is available in the lesson (US 7ii). If the GA tool shows that many students are not achieving a particular task goal, the teacher can interrupt the lesson to help all the students at the same time by clarifying a goal that may be unclear or by providing additional guidance to help students’ understanding (US 4).

At the end of the lesson, the teacher can use the ST tool to examine in detail how specific students have interacted with the eXpresser. For example, if she explained to a student during the lesson how to relate two patterns by using the same variable, she can check whether the student did this right away or required a period of ‘trial and error’ to understand the concept. Likewise, she can use the GA tool ‘frozen’ at specific times to assess how well the class has progressed with the task goals and whether some concepts will require reinforcement as extra homework or in a subsequent lesson (US 7ii and 8).

6. FORMATIVE EVALUATION

6.1 Method

The main aim of this phase was to test the full suite of prototype TA tools against the USs so as to inform final changes. This process resembles the ‘higher fidelity prototyping’ stage of the LATUX workflow, but we aimed at obtaining input from several teachers at a time. Apart from general feedback on use of the tools, the overarching research question was: “Can teachers use the tools effectively and how do they perceive their correspondence to the usage scenarios?” We also wanted to find out what challenges teachers may face in using the tools to help us design any subsequent training.

We held a 3-hour evaluation session with 26 trainee Maths teachers from the Postgraduate Certificate of Education (PGCE) programme at the Institute of Education, split into two parallel groups of 13 for logistical reasons. Our decision to work with these
teachers was both pragmatic (a sample we had access to) but also strategic in that in our experience they are more "tech savvy" and more likely to adopt and advocate the use of educational technology in their school when they return from their training\(^1\).

Each participant had an installation of the MiGen system running on their computer. In the first half of the session, participants were introduced to the MiGen system as a whole and asked to work through several construction examples using eXpresser so as to gain familiarity with how students might use it in a lesson and the kinds of feedback the system would give to students. This was followed by a 15 minute break and a 30 minutes session where each of the TA tools was introduced using real student interaction data drawn from one of the classroom trials undertaken previously\(^2\).

Using the time-stop functionality, the research team ‘froze’ the display of the data at 10 minutes into the lesson and gave a brief explanation to the participants of the information being shown in each tool. For the final hour of the session, participants were asked to move the display of the TA tools on their computer forwards, firstly to 30 minutes into the lesson, and then to 5 minutes prior to the end of the lesson. For each of these time points, they were asked to answer a list of questions relating to US 1–6 (listed in Appendix 3). At the end of the session, they were asked to complete a similar questionnaire (also listed in Appendix 3), this time relating to the full set of USs, where for each question we asked participants how they would tackle the corresponding US with and without the TA tools. Two participants did not complete either of the questionnaires. We summarise below participants’ answers with respect to each of the USs. Table 1 provides further information and indicative comments of the 24 responders with respect to each of the USs.

6.2 Results

**US 1. Finding out which students need immediate help**

For both time points (30 minutes into the lesson and 5 minutes before the end), 23 participants demonstrated an appreciation of the CD tool. Most responses for the 30 minutes time point related to ‘keeping an eye’ on students who did not seem to have had a good start and ensuring that students “marked with amber are staying focused”. For the time point 5 minutes before the end, providing help to students was more important.

Ten respondents gave detailed comments such as: “visual review of everyone’s status helps you really check if students are understanding, without asking each of them...

---

\(^1\) Although these participants were “trainee” teachers, the session took place towards the end of their training year. PGCE students at the Institute of Education spend 26 weeks of their training year teaching and developing contrasting experiences. Our evaluation participants, therefore, did have experience teaching different student cohorts, working with different maths departments, and were mentored by experienced maths teachers. None the less, we acknowledge that, had it been feasible to conduct a similar evaluation with a group of more experienced teachers, this may have resulted in additional feedback and suggestions.

\(^2\) This session involved 15 students who interacted with the eXpresser in the context of a Mathematics lesson for roughly one hour. All occurrences of indicators generated during this lesson had been stored in the MiGen database: approximately 1,000 indicator occurrences had been generated by the 15 students working with eXpresser over the one-hour lesson.
individually”, “allows much faster response to students’ queries”, “clearly highlights who is active and who isn’t”, “also shows what they have been doing which helps as sometimes, although the student is active, they may not be on task”. Two responses went beyond using the CD tool and recognised that “GA also shows levels of progress” and can be used also for deciding which students need help.

With regards to finding out which students need immediate help without using the TA tools, 14 participants answered that they would use a traditional classroom solution (see Table 1 for examples). Eight felt that they would need innovative solutions like a remote control that would allow students to ‘call the teacher’.

**US2. Finding out which students are progressing satisfactorily towards completing the task and which ones may be in difficulty**

For this usage scenario, for the first time point 19 participants referred to using the GA tool, e.g. “students who have yet to achieve any goals are in difficulty”, or a combination of the GA tool with the CD and ST tools. Another five mentioned only the CD tool as a means of finding out at a glance which students are progressing. For the second time point, most referred to their previous answer or did not provide an answer. Two said that they would use the CD tool, and one commented that it would be useful to see this kind of information on a per task basis.

Without using the TA tools, the answers of 23 participants were similar to the previous US, e.g. “periodically ask whole class re. stage of progress, level of understanding, plus constantly circulate to observe them at work and assist as required”. Two responses contained a comment about the effort that this would require.

**US3: Finding out which students are currently disengaged from the task**

All 24 participants provided an answer demonstrating an appreciation of the CD tool, with answers such as “I would be most concerned about amber students who had yet to achieve any tasks”. Again, the difference between the two time points related to the level of the teacher’s intervention. Some participants recognised that towards the end of the lesson students could be disengaged because they had finished the task, and that one approach could be to get “those who have finished to help those who are struggling”.

Without use of the TA tools, 22 participants answered that they would use again some traditional classroom solution. Three commented on the difficulty of doing this and five provided elaborate comments demonstrating an appreciation also of the transformative nature of the information provided by the TA tools, e.g. “The tools provide a way of helping to increase the efficiency of my role as a teacher. […] I can readily identify those pupils that appear to be disengaged and subsequently target them for additional support/ encouragement”.

**Usage Scenarios 4–6**

The answers to the questions relating to these USs were in line with what we expected and further demonstrated participants’ appreciation of the information
provided by the TA tools and the effort that it would take to achieve a similar level of awareness without them. The difference between the two time points was the level of teachers’ intervention: at 30 minutes, their answers revolved around making sure that students were progressing, whereas at 5 minutes before the end of the lesson they wanted to ensure that students had achieved important objectives and to wrap up the lesson. For US 5 (finding out which students have finished the task) we asked participants to give examples of students who had finished the task. 87.5% of them (21 participants) responded with correct answers for both time points, confirming the intuitiveness of the information presented by the tools.

Usage Scenarios 7-8

These USs are more open-ended, so we asked participants to answer questions relating to them only in the end-of-session questionnaire. Here all 14 participants who provided answers appreciated that the different tools can be combined in order to allow teachers to provide support to students both during and after the lesson. Five participants stated that they would look back at the TA tools after the lesson to check which task goals were being accomplished and which were problematic; this would allow them to find out where and how students were struggling. Comments included that having access to the TA tools “could be very helpful after the lesson to assess progress and decide which pupils need more support next lesson, and which pupils need stretching further”.

More generally, in relation to our goal to test the full suite of prototype TA tools, we did not identify any major technical or user interface issue. One overarching theme was the lack of adaptability in certain aspects that may be teacher- or school-specific. Examples include being able to configure the length of the time period that would cause a circle to be coloured amber, and the set of indicators that a teacher finds personally important (functionalities that were indeed incorporated into the final version of the tools).

A more critical issue that some participants raised relates to the validity and reliability of the information displayed by the tools, e.g. an amber circle in the CD tool may be showing a slow thinker, or students may be finding ways to “game the system” to avoid an amber indicator. These are valid challenges and raise interesting future areas of work but also helped us identify some subtle points to draw teachers’ attention to in terms of the role of the tools. Our view is that the disengagement information provided by the CD tool is a first sign for the teacher to approach such students to find out who is actually disengaged from the task; or to use this information to choose which students’ models to observe in detail through the tool.
Table 1: Summary of participants' answers on evaluation questionnaires per usage scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>General remarks</th>
<th>30 minutes into</th>
<th>5 minutes to end</th>
<th>Without TA tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US1. Immediate help</td>
<td>Almost all participants said that they would use the CD tool and look for students whose circles were coloured red (23 people or 96%). Two responses recognised that in addition to the CD tool the “GA tool” shows levels of progress and can also be used for deciding which students need help.</td>
<td>Responses focused on “keeping an eye” on those students who did not seem to have had a good start (45%) and ensuring that those “marked with amber are staying focused” (51%).</td>
<td>Responses focused on helping students e.g. “visual review of everyone’s status helps you really check if students are understanding, without asking each of them individually.”</td>
<td>Some participants recognised that disengagement towards the end of the lesson could be because of task completion. Here participants were concerned with ensuring that students have achieved important objectives and with wrapping up the lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US2. Satisfactory progress or difficulty</td>
<td>Participants appreciated that a combination of GA tool with the CD and ST tools provides this information. The CD tool in particular seemed more relevant as a means of finding out in a glance which students are progressing.</td>
<td>79% would use the GA tool as “students who have yet to achieve any goals are in difficulty”; 20% would glance the CD tool to find out state of class.</td>
<td>Referred to US1 (or did not provide an answer).</td>
<td>Participants referred to the effort it would take otherwise to take approaches like “periodically ask whole class re. stage of progress, level of understanding, plus constantly circulate to observe them at work and assist as required”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US3. Finding out disengaged students</td>
<td>Participants referred to the need for configuring the length of the time period that would cause a circle to be coloured amber and advocated a more nuanced definition of disengagement. White cells show lack of achievement of task goals (37%); ST tool can be used but after class (17%); CD tool (but the 2 responders did not provide any explanation). Most responders praised the time saving potential of the tools and could also see using it as formative assessment tool</td>
<td>100% demonstrated an appreciation of the CD tool (e.g. “I would be most concerned about amber students who had yet to achieve any tasks”). Answers revolved around making sure that students were progressing.</td>
<td>Some participants recognised that disengagement towards the end of the lesson could be because of task completion. Here participants were concerned with ensuring that students have achieved important objectives and with wrapping up the lesson.</td>
<td>Similar answers to US1 and US2 and further comments on the difficulty of doing this without the TA tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US4. Common conceptual and procedural difficulties</td>
<td>Participants commented explicit on the ease with which they could check which students have finished the task (21%), or provided additional ways on taking advantage of the GA tool e.g. identify difficult tasks to modify or choose students to give extension tasks (13%).</td>
<td>Most participants (88%) answered the questionnaires correctly by either referring to the annotations of the number of goals on the CD tool (61%) or to the GA tool (27%).</td>
<td>Responses focused on helping students e.g. “visual review of everyone’s status helps you really check if students are understanding, without asking each of them individually.”</td>
<td>Would use a traditional classroom solution (59%), e.g. “walk around the classroom viewing students’ work and helping any student who may be off task or needing help”, or “students would have to put their hand up for my immediate attention”. Other responses (33%) referred to more innovative solutions like a manual ‘traffic light’ system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US5 &amp; US6. Task completion and goal accomplishments</td>
<td>For these US, participants were asked to only answer end-of-session questionnaires. Their answers showed an appreciation of the functionalities of the TA tools and how they can be combined to allow teachers to provide support to students who need immediate help during the lesson, and for those students who had not received enough help it would allow the teacher to plan to talk to them in the next lesson. Relevant comments: “could be very helpful after the lesson to assess progress and decide which pupils need more support next lesson, and which pupils need stretching further”, “useful to identify the most common misconceptions which could then be consolidated in the following lesson”.</td>
<td>One participant said that close to the end of the lesson they would consider a whole-class display of GA information to encourage the students that are behind to catch up.</td>
<td>Participants referred to the effort it would take otherwise to take approaches like “periodically ask whole class re. stage of progress, level of understanding, plus constantly circulate to observe them at work and assist as required”.</td>
<td>Would use a traditional classroom solution (59%), e.g. “walk around the classroom viewing students’ work and helping any student who may be off task or needing help”, or “students would have to put their hand up for my immediate attention”. Other responses (33%) referred to more innovative solutions like a manual ‘traffic light’ system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a suite of Teacher Assistance (TA) tools for an exploratory learning context, and their design and formative evaluation with a large number of teachers. We began the paper by highlighting the differences of Exploratory Learning Environments compared with Intelligent Tutoring Systems that are designed mostly for well-structured tasks and procedural learning. We argue that there is value in focusing on ELEs because, from a pedagogical point of view, they provide complementary ways of engaging students and supporting their understanding of difficult concepts. Due to their complexity, ELEs are under-researched and under-used in classrooms, in part because of the additional orchestration challenges (Dillenbourg, 2013) they pose compared to other digital learning environments (Mavrikis, 2013a).

We advocate that carefully designed learning analytics presented through TA tools can support teachers in their challenging role as facilitators in this context. We have engaged in iterative cycles of co-design with teachers to derive a set of usage scenarios and corresponding tools. The evaluation results show that, in general, teacher participants exposed to the TA tools understand their capabilities and are able to use them quickly and with little training. Teachers perceive the tools as useful for raising their awareness of the classroom status overall and of individual students’ progress and needs. Although we were aware of the complexity of the Student Tracking tool, we expected it to be used more for some of the usage scenarios co-designed with teachers, namely for intervention planning and class management (c.f. the framework of Prieto et al., 2015). The teachers’ relatively infrequent use of the ST tool, contrasted with their frequent use of the CD and GA tools, point to their appreciation of relatively simple tools and the need for more training to achieve proficiency in using more complex tools. Both our classroom observations and the teachers’ reflections confirm the usefulness of simple tools with actionable insights in closing the “regulation loop” (c.f. Dillenbourg et al., 2011).

We reflect below on the lessons learnt from our work and offer a set of design guidelines for Learning Analytics for ELEs, and implications for design and evaluation methodology.

7.1 Design guidelines for Learning Analytics for ELEs

We have shared in this paper our usage scenarios, designs and research findings in the hope that they will inspire others to design similar tools, thus moving away from the design of dashboards that simply show performance on skills or just descriptive statistics, e.g. the number of activities a student has undertaken. Our aim is that TA tools appropriately designed for orchestrating learning with digital technologies will also encourage teachers to adopt constructionist pedagogies whenever they see the need.

Similarly to the need to design carefully the ELE itself so as to help students develop conceptual understanding – in our case algebraic ways of thinking (Mavrikis et al. 2012), we believe that carefully designed TA functionalities have the potential to ‘augment’ teacher practice and to enable the adoption of ELEs in the classroom. In addition to the usage scenarios that emerged from our work, we can identify the
following guidelines that apply more broadly for designing learning analytics relating to orchestration challenges:

**Support real-time, 'at-a-glance' decision making**

A key design decision at early stages of the development of the TA tools was to focus our attention on high-level indicators (milestones and landmarks) of the interaction with the ELE. For example, US 1-3 reflect this goal. The formative evaluation confirmed our early design decisions and teachers’ appreciation of being able to make quick decisions in the classroom. The summative evaluation (Mavrikis et al., 2016) reaffirmed these findings.

More broadly, a recent review (Schwendimann et al., 2017) characterises ‘learning dashboards’ and puts emphasis on ‘at-a-glance’ decision making as a feature that is generally applicable, and we have found this a particularly strong need during exploratory learning activities. Returning to the theme we touched on in the Introduction relating to the criticism of AI applied in education putting more emphasis on instructional pedagogy, the work described here demonstrates that a different approach is possible. By utilising intelligent analysis of student interactions we provide key insights to teachers in line with the constructionist pedagogy underlying exploratory learning. More recent studies support this need for human-AI partnerships, particularly by Holstein et al. (2019) in what they refer to as ‘designing for complementarity’. Their focus has been on classroom use of intelligent tutoring system but the principal need behind the work is the same.

**Enable configurability at different layers**

Both during the design process and arising from the formative evaluation, the need for configuring the TA tools according to different preferences became clear. This view is reinforced by recent research in implementation of learning analytics, c.f. the principle of customisation (Wise & Vytasek, 2016), and the increased sense of agency in multimodal learning analytics customisation (Rodríguez-Triana et al., 2018). The open nature of exploratory learning activities makes this a particularly strong requirement. While our early versions of the TA tools allowed some level of configuration (e.g. in the placement of circles in the CD tool), the formative evaluation brought out clearly these needs. As such, in later versions we extended the customisation with additional user interface features, e.g. to allow the teacher to choose which indicators they want to focus their attention on in the ST tool. In our classroom trials, the pedagogical strategies for supporting students directly through the ELE itself could also be configured, albeit in collaboration with a learning technologist at this stage and not by the user through a user interface. Therefore, more co-design and evaluation work is needed in this area.

**Augment constructionist pedagogical strategies**

While the previous guidelines may be applicable and important in other contexts beyond exploratory learning, the successful involvement of teachers early in the design highlights the importance of taking into account the specific context for which learning
analytics solutions are being designed (c.f. Wise & Vytasek, 2016). Many of our usage scenarios may be applicable in other blended learning scenarios, e.g. with intelligent tutoring systems such as the ones described in du Boulay (this issue) and Holstein et al. (2017). However, operationalising such tools in the context of exploratory learning brings out the requirement of utilising intelligent analysis of students’ interactions and designing visualisations for action. This has the added benefit of enabling constructionist strategies that would otherwise be very consuming or not possible at all.

For example, a common constructionist teaching strategy involves grouping students together during or after a task, for students to work collaboratively or to help each other or, as in our case, to reflect on their constructions. Our Grouping Tool is a case in point: it simplifies an otherwise prohibitively time-consuming process for the teacher and enables meaningful pairings based on intelligent analysis of students’ constructions. The formative evaluation helped us to see the Classroom Dynamics tool being unexpectedly appropriated by teachers for getting students who had finished all the task goals to help other students. Future work could combine the functionalities of the Grouping Tool and the CD tool to automatically make such recommendations to the teacher, though again co-design cycles would be required to ensure that the tool’s recommendations are accurate, useful and trusted by teachers. Other strategies in constructionist contexts include extending tasks, and holding meaningful plenaries based on reflection and awareness of students’ interactions (Foster, 2013). The Student Tracking tool, despite the challenges of using it real-time in the classroom, provides the opportunity for teachers to reflect and take planning decisions. Future work here would again need to extend this tool to provide recommendations to the teacher, e.g. of students who can be set extension tasks or who can be formed into plenary groups for discussion.

7.2 Design and evaluation methodology

Reflecting on our design and evaluation methodology, we noted in Section 3 how, retrospectively, it is similar to the LATUX methodology (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2015) proposed to address the need to take into account teachers’ and pedagogical requirements in learning analytics design through a series of iterative evaluation stages. Despite the field recognising this need, teacher involvement often tends to come rather late in the design process after the design agenda has been set (c.f. Prieto-Alvarez et al. 2017). LATUX, in particular, does not provide methodological guidance on how to support teachers’ involvement in the early generative design phase – for example, how to account for teachers’ lacking experience in a given context. Only recently have techniques from Human Computer Interaction started to be explored in detail for this purpose. For example, we referred earlier to Holstein et al. (2018) adopting a participatory design approach to design a dashboard that answers real-time teachers’ needs in the context of an intelligent tutoring system. We argue that if AI-driven Teacher Assistance tools are to effectively support exploratory learning, a participatory design approach from the very early stages of the process is mandatory.

Our approaches, starting from the identification of important landmarks and milestones in students’ interactions with the emerging ELE by conducting early Wizard-Of-Oz studies, subsequently co-designing prototype TA tools and Usage Scenarios with
teachers, and then continuing with the evaluation methods presented here, are relevant to the design of similar tools for teachers in general and exploratory learning settings in particular. To design the TA tools, we started with collaborative identification of the indicators relating to students’ interactions that are useful and meaningful for teachers, continued with developing computational techniques to detect or infer each kind of indicator, and then iteratively co-designed and evaluated visualisations of this information within a set of targeted tools to assess whether they fulfil specific intended purposes in the context of the USs. This methodology has worked successfully in our context and we argue that it is transferrable to other exploratory learning settings.

The formative evaluation described here gave us key insights from a large set of teacher participants. We extended and replicated our formative evaluation methods for the summative evaluation of the TA tools, which we did not report on here due to space limitations. In brief, the summative evaluation comprised two parts: (i) a more detailed trial with one of our teacher collaborators at her school, comprising two lessons, one in which the teacher had access to the TA tools installed on a tablet computer, and the second in which she did not and had to support her students without having access to the tools; and (ii) a lab-based trial with another cohort of PGCE students following a similar methodological approach to that described in Section 6. As discussed in Mavrikis et al. (2016), this summative evaluation resembles the ‘validation in the wild’ stage of the LATUX workflow, but goes beyond that by obtaining input from a large number of teacher participants. We refer the reader to that paper for a detailed discussion and outcomes, which generally reaffirmed the usability and usefulness of the tools in meeting the USs. Designing and evaluating such tools is classroom is a challenging task. This methodology of reusing real log data from students’ interactions to engage a larger set of participants in prototyping and evaluations than would realistically be possible given teacher and research fundings constraints, is emerging as a viable method (Holstein, 2019). In contrast, most evaluation studies in the field have a small number of teacher participants (c.f. Schwendimann et al., 2017). A lab-based method for obtaining input from a large number of participants does not entirely reproduce the conditions of a real classroom of course, where the teacher may know the students and has to manage full classroom orchestration throughout the lesson. So wider classroom deployment remains necessary to gain further validation and insights.

7.3 Concluding remarks and future work

The TA tools presented in this paper are general in their architectural design. By following the participatory iterative methodology laid out here, similar tools could be designed to monitor the activities of students interacting with other digital environments that follow constructionist learning approaches provided that they are able to detect the interaction indicators that are considered meaningful for that setting. Details that would allow others to implement similar tools are given in Pearce-Lazard et al. (2010), Gutierrez Santos et al. (2012), and Noss et al. (2012) for the initial Java and REST-based implementation. Gutierrez Santos et al. (2016) and Mavrikis & Karkalas (2017) expand this work with subsequent cloud-based versions.

Having received more feedback on the TA tools since they were made available, and through our latest work with teachers, anecdotally we see that teachers start requiring
such tools as a prerequisite for considering adopting new technologies in classroom. At the same time, more and more platforms are providing a form of learning analytics (c.f. Mangaroska, Giannakos, 2018) This is promising as Holstein et al. (2018) demonstrate that students reap the benefits of the increased teacher awareness in such cases. In addition, with the increased emphasis on evidence-based teaching, such tools empower teachers to provide evidence of learning and to engage in their own inquiry (c.f. Emin-Martinez et al., 2014; Mor et al., 2015) even in a context such as constructionist learning that is less subject to formal assessment. and measurement. Our future work therefore includes investigating how such TA tools could be extended to support teachers in even more complex learning scenarios, e.g. blended or collaborative learning, as well as identifying the training needs and continuous professional development opportunities to embed such tools in teachers’ practice (Rodríguez-Triana et al., 2018; Wise & Vytasek, 2016).

To conclude, we have argued here that by taking into account teachers’ requirements early on and throughout the design process, a constructionist pedagogy can be supported by Teacher Assistance tools driven by artificial intelligence. Thanks to teachers’ early involvement and trials, we quickly moved away from conceptualising AI components that only automate the support that students require in this setting, to a hybrid approach where analysis of students’ interactions is used both to provide feedback to students directly whenever possible and for driving the TA tool visualisations. This is consistent with the emerging view of AI as augmenting or assisting human intelligence (Baker, 2016; Gorban, 2018; Pardo et al., 2019; Holstein et al., in press).
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**APPENDICES**

Appendix 1. Glossary of terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Classroom Dynamics (tool)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Goal Achievements (tool)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELE</td>
<td>Exploratory Learning Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGeneraliser</td>
<td>The intelligent component that infers TD indicators, and generalised personalised feedback for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eXpresser</td>
<td>The mathematical microworld of the MiGen system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiGen</td>
<td>The overall system designed to support 11-14 year old students’ development of algebraic generalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Student Tracking (tool)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Teacher Assistance (tools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD / TI</td>
<td>Task-dependent / task-independent (indicator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Usage Scenario</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 2. Usage Scenarios and how they can be met by the TA tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Finding out which students need the teacher's immediate help.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The teacher can consult the CD tool and see which students’ circles are coloured Red and how many of the task goals they have achieved. The teacher can click on a student’s circle to view their current model and rule, to provide some context for the help to be given to the student. The teacher can also open up the ST tool to view the recent indicators relating to the student’s actions, to provide additional context. If there is more than one student coloured Red in the CD display, the teacher may select to help first students who have achieved the fewest task goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Finding out which students are progressing satisfactorily towards completing the task and which students may be in difficulty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Similarly to US1, the teacher can consult the CD tool to see students in need of help, how many task goals students have achieved, and students’ current models and rules; and the ST tool to view students’ recent indicators. The teacher can open up the GA tool to view specifically which task goals are being achieved by each student.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Finding out which students are currently disengaged from the task.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The teacher can consult the CD tool and see which students’ circles are currently coloured Amber. If any of these students has not completed all the task goals, then she/he is likely to be currently disengaged from the task and in need of encouragement from the teacher. If a student has completed all the task goals, then she/he may need to be set additional goals or a new task to work on while waiting for the rest of the class to finish.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Identifying common conceptual and procedural difficulties students are facing in order to provide more explanation to the class as a whole.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Consulting the GA tool allows the teacher to see which task goals students are having difficulty completing, so as to inform additional explanation to the class. Consulting the ST tool allows the teacher to see if there are specific Red indicators showing in many of the students’ columns, indicating particular procedural difficulties that students may be facing and again informing the provision of additional explanation to the class.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Finding out which students have finished the task.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The CD tool can be used to see which students have achieved all the task goals. For these students, the teacher can click on their circles to view their final model and rule, to check if they have achieved a correct solution. The teacher can then go to each student to set them a new task or additional goals relating to the current task, if their solution was correct; or ask them to reflect further on their construction if not.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Finding out which students have achieved which task goals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The GA tool can be used to see which students have achieved which of the task goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Providing appropriate support and guidance to individual students (i) during the lesson, and (ii) after the lesson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>This can be undertaken during the lesson using a combination of the tools as described for US1, US2, US3 above, and after the lesson by using the GA tool to see which task goals an individual student has not managed to achieve, the CD tool to view the student’s final model and rule as produced by the end of the lesson, and the ST tool to view the student’s detailed history of interactions during the lesson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reflecting on the class’ achievements and planning the next lesson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>This can be undertaken using a combination of the GA tool, to see which task goals have been largely achieved by the class, the CD tool to view selected students’ models and rules, and the ST tool to see a historical record of how students tackled the task during the lesson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pairing students for productive discussion of their solution approaches at the end of the task.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>This can be undertaken straightforwardly using the Grouping Tool – the teacher simply requests for a full set of suggested parings relating to the whole class and waits a few seconds for the tool to respond with its recommendations. Without using the Grouping Tool (which was not available for the formative and summative evaluations described here) it would require the teacher loading each student’s construction, and a best-effort attempt to put together pairs of students who have taken different construction approaches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3. Evaluation Instruments

Formative Evaluation in the Lab

Below are the questions from the questionnaire form that participants were asked to complete relating to information displayed by the TA tools using the time-stop functionality: (i) 30 minutes into the lesson, and (ii) 5 minutes before the end of the lesson. For each question or task, participants were asked to state how they would answer it using the TA tools. They could also add additional comments, if any:

1) Finding out which students need your immediate help.
2) Which students are progressing satisfactorily towards completing the task goals? Which students may be in difficulty?
3) Which students are currently disengaged from the task?
4) Would this be a time-point that you would give more explanation to the class as a whole? And if so what would you say based on information from the tools?
5) Which students have finished the task?
6) Which task goals have most students achieved?

At the end of the evaluation session, participants were asked to complete a second questionnaire comprising the following questions:

1) Finding out which students need your immediate help.
2) Finding out which students are progressing satisfactorily on an eXpresser activity and which ones may be in difficulty.
3) Finding out which students are disengaged during the activity.
4) Identifying common conceptual and procedural difficulties students are facing in order to provide more explanation to the class as a whole.
5) Providing appropriate support and guidance to individual students during the lesson.
6) Providing appropriate support and guidance to individual students after the lesson.
7) Finding out which students have finished the task.
8) Finding out which students have achieved specific task goals.
9) Pairing students for collaborative tasks.
10) Planning the next lesson using the MiGen system.
11) Planning the next lesson without using the MiGen system.

For each of questions 1)-11), participants were asked: (i) How would you find this out without using the TA tools; (ii) with the TA tools; (iii-a) if the tools helped you achieve this task, how did they do it; (iii-b) if they did not, what additional information would help you?

Questions 1-4 refer to the corresponding US; questions 5 and 6 to US 7(i) and (ii); question 7 to US 5; question 8 to US 6; questions 10 and 11 to US 8; and question 9 to the ninth usage scenario mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 4.